Office of the Chancellor

IDA 539

510 Aldrich Hall
Irvine, CA 92697-1900
(949) 824-5111
(949) 824-2087 FAX

June 13, 2012

ASSISTANT DEAN OF FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION
PAUL MERAGE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

RE: Redelegation of Authority - Service Agreements, Specific to a Voluntary Education Partnership Memorandum of Understanding with the Department of Defense

The authority to execute service agreements required with outside organizations, agencies, and individuals to implement approved programs and activities, whether the University is the supplier or recipient of the service covered by the agreement, was delegated to Chancellors by Presidential Delegation of Authority DA 1058, December 30, 1991.

In order for the Paul Merage School of Business to introduce and inform military personnel about UC Irvine’s MBA programs at the Joint Education Center at Camp Pendleton, I am delegating authority to you to execute a Voluntary Education Partnership Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Department of Defense (DoD).

This authority may not be redelegated further.

Michael V. Drake, M.D.
Chancellor

C: Dean, Paul Merage School of Business
Assistant Dean, EMBA Programs
Chief Campus Counsel Director,
Internal Audit Administrative
Policies Officer